"Synergy Sales Power will show you how to increase your sales,
shorten your sales cycle and build long-term relationships!"
Program Description
Synergy Sales Power training focuses on state of the
art principles and techniques that will effectively close
more sales and build a larger base of loyal clients.
Synergy Sales Power training focuses on relationship
solution based selling. As your team goes through
each workshop they will discover the art of building
trust quickly by portraying a confident knowledgeable
presence and focusing all their attention on solutions
to their customers’ needs or problems.
Your sales team will be taught how to build a Synergy
Bridge of Trust through visible integrity based
behaviors. They will also learn the skill of patient open
ended questions and discover the customers’ true
desires. Once the Dominant Buying Motive has been
established they will then apply the skill of matching
desires with your companies solutions or products;
hence making the purchase process an exciting
problem solving and enjoyable experience; one which
is easily and thoroughly repeatable.
Synergy Sales Power has been used by numerous
organizations with outstanding success. It has many
generic concepts that apply to all businesses;
however, we customize each program to ensure that
your sales team will clearly identify with the skills
taught.

As with all Synergy programs our instructional
design is world-class incorporating group
dynamic experiential learning projects a
memorable take away learned principles.

Program Overview
Module #1: The Winning Formula - Relationship Selling
Introduction to the Synergy Sales Wheel. The art and skill of effective
communication. The first steps to uncovering needs, creating solutions
and building Synergistic loyal relationships (feeling, finding questions).
Module #2: Am I a Presentation Professional or a Sales
Professional?
Learning the art of active listening and establishing the Dominant Buying
Motives and looping back to convert sales challenges into unique selling
points.
Module #3: Negotiating through Road Blocks
This is a powerful module that demonstrates how to create trust and
move toward closing the sale without using high-pressure tactics. This
module is full of examples of how to overcome price buying and other
objections.
Module #4: Bringing it All Together - The Synergy Sales Wheel
This modules moves the participant to learning all the critical behaviors,
skills and steps to closing the sale in the Synergy Sales Wheel.
Module #5: Do you have the “WOW” Factor!?
This module will teach your team how to bring the “WOW” Factor! into
your business by learning how to power-up communication,
responsiveness and create great customer experiences . . . face-to-face,
email, social media, etc..
Module #6: Setting and Reaching Your Goals
This module focuses on motivation, shifting mindsets and learning how
to set and achieve goals. It covers how to clarify your personal focus
and all of the characteristics of goal setting. A very powerful finalé.
Duration: Two day and three day formats available

“Creating Customers for Life!”
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What Customers are Saying
"At Mercedes, we strive to give our customers the best service in the world. That is why
we engaged Chris Alexander and his Synergy Program to help us maintain our
competitive advantage. Synergy has been a great success for us."
- Bob Evans, Senior Service Manager, Fletcher Jones Mercedes Benz

"Chris Alexander is the best speaker my sales team and I have ever seen. We all
loved the Synergy Sales Power program, we want more."
Nicolina Cuzzero, Sales Manager, Meritage Homes

“Synergy Sales Power and Synergy “WOW” Factor! have been a great success for us”
- Sue Martin,VP of Customer Service, NewEgg

Chris Alexander M.A. (Org. Psych)
Award-Winning Business-Building Strategist, Best-Selling Author, and Professional Speaker
Chris Alexander is the CEO of Synergy Executive Education, a highly effective change
management practice specializing in people-centered change. He is an award winning
business building strategist, professional speaker, and author of 9 business and
personal development books. He specializes in building High-Performance Sales
Teams, Leadership, Customer Service and Culture Change. So far, Alexander's
largest audience has been his 2 PBS TV shows, titled "Creating Extraordinary Joy"
and "Joy in the Workplace." His Synergy programs have been implemented worldwide
by many Fortune 500 companies, government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and
educational institutions. He has advanced degrees in Organizational Behavior and is
an expert at building high-performance business and sales teams focused on a shared
destiny.
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